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Should you have any further questions or concerns, you are welcome to make an appointment 
with your child’s teacher with our receptionist to further discuss your child’s progress.
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Vocabulary

This month we will be learning these new words.

leaf

chirp

umbrella

rain

butterfly

grow

bird

flowers

Let’s S
ing

(To the tune of “Oh, My Darling Clementine”)

Pretty flowers, pretty flowers
Swaying gently in the sun

Pretty flowers, pretty flowers
For my mommy, I’ll pick some

Pretty flowers, pretty flowers
Swaying gently in the sun

Pretty flowers, pretty flowers
Looking at them is so fun

Song of the Month
“Oh, Pretty Flower”
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rain

Concept 
Check

1.  Which is a bird?

2.  Who has an umbrella?

3.  How many flowers can you count?

I can count _________________ flowers!
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This month we will be learning about “there is” and “there are”!

Practical 
 Language Skill

Let's Sing 'Monkeys on My Head'
To the tune of ‘The Wheels on the Bus’

There’s a little monkey on my head
On my head, on my head

There’s a little monkey on my head
It won’t come down

There are two monkeys on my head
On my head, on my head

There are two small monkeys on my head
They won’t come down

How many flowers are there?

There is one flower. There are six flowers.
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Count and tell how many of each there are.

Let's 
Practice!



         Week One
    Let's Match!
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bird

leaf

umbrella

flowers

Listen and match the words to the pictures.



         Week One
    Let's Match!
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butterfly

chirp

grow

rain



    Week One
    Activity
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Complete the picture by drawing the missing half.



    Week Two
  Let's Color
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Listen and color accordingly.

umbrella - red        butterfly - blue        grow - yellow

bird - orange        flowers - purple

rain - green        chirp - brown        leaf - pink
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Week Two 
Activity

Help the butterflies find their way to the flowers.
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    Week Three
Let's Trace!

Trace the vocabulary words.
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1

3 umbrella

grow

flowers

bird
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    Week Three
Let's Trace!
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butterfly

leaf

chirp

rain



    Week Three
    Activity

Find and color the following things.
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    Week Four     
     Activity

Listen, look, and number the things accordingly.
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Find and color all the butterflies. How many can you find?

     Extra Fun
    Activity

I can find _________________ butterflies!
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